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A modular dead end?
The plumbing and HVAC/R industry has
always been a secure place to work. People
will always need hot and cold water, drains,
heating and cooling. We’ve been confident
that our industry, unlike the video industry
for example, will not be replaced by some new
technology and just disappear.
Today, that’s not so certain, thanks to the
creation of modular bathrooms, kitchens
and even entire suites complete with all
plumbing and HVAC that are simply plugged
into steel structures. While these units have
been primarily designed for institutional
and commercial buildings to date, I recently
saw an ad for a single detached home where
the prospective “builder” simply orders the
rooms they require and plugs them into a
steel structure kit like a large Lego building. It
was kind of ugly, but they will improve!
But it’s not the modular construction
that is the big threat. We have written about
modular construction at plants in Canada
or the U.S. that employed licensed trades
and used industry products. If new building
construction goes this way, it will require
changes, but we can adapt.
The big threat, however, comes from
modules that are constructed offshore with
no labour or materials whatsoever from our
industry. They leave the plumber, HVAC tech
and electrician with little more to do than a few
hookups. The traditional suppliers are left out.
And before someone says it’s too expensive
to ship modules from overseas, keep in mind
that shipping from China, for example, is

Facebook:
@PlumbingandHVAC

inexpensive because the government through
the state run China Ocean Shipping Company
(COSCO) owns the ships, pays the crew and
pays the fuel. The only significant shipping
cost is from the West Coast.
So, what to do? Is this industry going to be
relegated to picking up crumbs, doing custom
building work and service while all the major
construction goes to offshore modular plug
and play buildings?
I have always been in favour of free
enterprise and free trade, but there comes
a point where the government has to step in
and protect a vital industry – and new building
construction plays a major role in this country.
Quebec has built a vibrant manufacturing
base because government and business
leaders there understand the importance
of a strong economy in maintaining the
province’s culture, language and standard of
living. Countries like Germany and Japan
understand this too. At some point, Canadian
political and business leaders need to do the
same. Otherwise, we are just in a race to the
bottom.
Modular construction is just fine and
probably the way of the future, as long as
those modules are made in Canada.
And with that, I would like to wish all of
our readers and advertisers an outstanding
Christmas and all the best in 2020!

LinkedIn:
Plumbing + HVAC Magazine

Twitter:
@Plumbing_HVAC_

Instagram:
plumbing_hvac_
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Watts' Jim Erhardt
brought equipment to
demonstrate.

Do the math, contractors advised

Developing trust critical,
conference participants hear
Ottawa event draws over 300 hydronic heating specialists
from across the country
By Leah Den Hartogh
Technical expertise is important, but
developing your customer trust is critical,
303 hydronic heating specialists heard at
the opening breakfast of the 2019 Canadian
Hydronics Conference.
“The most important part of business
is trust. Don’t worry too much about sales
and marketing,” said keynote speaker Toby
Shannan, chief support officer at Shopify,
Ottawa, Ont., an international e-commerce
company. The son of a contractor, Shannan
connected each of his points back to the
hydronics trade. “When things go wrong our
customers are in deep (trouble),” he added.
Instead of working in the here and now,
business owners should start looking more
towards long-term goals. “Do you make
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decisions that will stand the test of time,” he
asked.
That was just the beginning of 18 hydronic
and business sessions at the event, along with
a hydronic heating only trade show, held at
Ottawa Conference and Event Centre Sept.
24-25.
Attendees came from across North America
for the conference, organized by the Canadian
Hydronics Council, a division of the Canadian
Institute of Plumbing and Heating (CIPH).
Seminar topics included things like
integrating solar thermal with hydronic
systems, radiant cooling, modulating
condensing gas boilers, and snowmelt systems
(see feature article on page 28 for more details
on snowmelt systems).
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During a lively and technical presentation
on variable speed pumps, David Holdorf of
Taco Comfort Solutions., Cranston, Rhode
Island, said it is important to do the math.
“Professionals do the math. Amateurs wing
it,” he warned.
A sense of humour is needed for all lines
of work that a contractor might do. “How
many times have been asked by a homeowner
to check out their furnace, and you walk
downstairs to find a b oiler,” asked Holdorf.
Homeowners don’t know much about what is
going on down there. All they want is control,
he added.

A sense of
humour is
needed for all lines of work
that a contractor
might do.
He also warned the group what might
happen if the system is over-circulating/
pumping – it can reduce the efficiency of the
boiler. That being said, Holdorf added that the
reason a contractor would want to choose a
variable speed circulator is because it saves
energy. The bells, whistles, buttons and lights
are all just bonuses, he joked.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Looking to the future
A panel discussion looked at where the
industry is going in the future. Right off the
top, panelists offered advice. “Give (customers)
what they want; they will love you for it,” said
Murray Pound, proprietor of Generations
Master Builder, Sarnia, Ont. Plumbing &
HVAC’s own hydronic heating specialist, Roy
Collver, president of OTBC Inc., Qualicum
Beach, B.C. and Gord Cooke, president of
Building Knowledge Canada, Cambridge,
Ont., were also part of this panel discussion.
Each looked at different aspects of the
industry. Cooke explored the various changes
in codes, talked about energy advisors, and
discussed the building process.
He expects that the industry is headed
towards net zero homes by around 2030.
“If you think we are ahead, we are behind,”
he said, noting that California is already on
track to accomplish net zero by 2020. This will
create more opportunities to sell heat pumps
as homes become more efficient.
Collver attempted to “clear the fog.” He
reports that by 2050 the government says
Canada will be carbon neutral, but that’s
not good enough, he added. “We should be
aiming for 2030.” The hydronics industry
can contribute by maximizing efficiency,
upgrading current systems, developing fossil

Contractors were able to speak directly to manufacturers at the hydronics
only trade show.
fuel-free heat sources, and cooperating with
building scientists.

Water quality critical
A panel on water quality looked at a slew of
different topics. “Water quality is the Achilles

Attendees participated in numerous hydronic heating and business seminars.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

heel of the hydronic industry,” remarked Kirk
Nagus, general manager, Axiom Industries,
Saskatoon. Impurities can reduce the life of
the system.
Adam Hedden, account manager and
Matthew Reid, outside sales, for Equipco Ltd.,
Vancouver, focused their presentation on
just that. They looked at air separators, dirt
separators, or combi air/dirt separators. “If
we can put the right pieces in place, we can
make sure that these systems last a lifetime,”
explained Reid.
At the end of the conference, Uponor’s
Bill Hooper was presented with the CHC
Award of Merit for demonstrating “an
outstanding commitment to the advancement
of the hydronics industry in Canada.” It was a
popular choice; a shocked Hooper received a
standing ovation from the audience.
The CHC will offer hydronic seminars
Nov. 4-5 at the Coliseum of the Pacific
National Exhibition in Vancouver as part of
the CIPHEX West 2020 trade show. In 2021,
the CHC plans to hold another stand-alone
national hydronics conference. The location
and details have yet to be announced.
For more information, please visit www.
ciph.com/hydronics. 
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Q Industry News

Inflection point
CIPH holds town hall meeting as
industry at a crossroads with new
technologies, new players
By Simon Blake
New construction technologies and new players that operate outside the
traditional supply chain are bringing a rapid change to the construction
environment in Canada.
A move to modular construction of rooms or entire suites is already
beginning to have a dramatic effect. “What we are seeing now are high
steel buildings that are being filled with plug and play modules that are
being contracted offshore,” remarked Brad Cornelissen, national sales
manager for OS&B, Oakville, Ont. at a town hall meeting organized by
the Canadian Institute of Plumbing and Heating (CIPH) on Oct. 24 at
the Mississauga Convention Centre, Mississauga, Ont.
The meeting was designed to kick off a series of critical conversations
with CIPH members as the organization’s board presents its visions,
objectives and strategic initiatives for the next three years. Representatives

from manufacturers, wholesalers and manufacturer’s agents participated.
“We’re at an ‘inflection point’ – a turning point calling for dramatic
change,” said CIPH chairman Andrew Dyck, Barclay Sales, Coquitlam,
B.C.
A 2018 survey of CIPH member companies found that 94 percent of
company leaders believe we are operating in “an age of disruption” and
91 percent suggested that the industry needs to “reinvent its business
before someone else does,” reported Dirk Beveridge, president and
CEO of the U.S.-based Beveridge Consulting Group, via video.

A 2018 survey of CIPH member
companies found that 94 percent
of company leaders believe we are
operating in “an age of disruption”.
There are a number of factors causing this, he added. These include
non-traditional players such as Amazon entering the market, the
traditional manufacturer distributor supply chain is no longer the only
way to reach the market, an aging workforce and too many businesses
without succession plans.

The way forward
“Your Trusted Source For Pumps”

Participants at the Town Hall were split into groups to identify issues
and suggest solutions – things that CIPH member companies need to
do and things that CIPH itself needs to do to prepare for the future.
And to keep the conversation focused, every table was given one of four
themes that are disrupting or challenging the industry:
•
•
•
•

Top Quality, Best Warranty
anty
and Lower Cost = Best Value Pump
• 1.5 million square foot state of the art factory
• Canadian warehouse ensures quick delivery!

Utility, Sump, Sewage, and Well pumps!
160 Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 4, Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4A9
Ph: (905) 532-0082 Email: sales@hena.ca

British Columbia and Alberta:
Lowe Mechanical Sales Inc.
1-403-770-9322
www.LoweSales.com

Northern Ontario/Northern Quebec:
Integrity Sales
Ph.: 249-358-0870
Email: sean@integritysales.ca

Saskatchewan & Manitoba:
District Sales Company West
Ph.: 306-209-3938
Email: sales@districsales.ca

Quebec/New Brunswick:
Hydronitech Inc.
Ph.: 514-979-3148
Email: farid.bahiou@hydronitech.ca

www.acquaerpumps.com
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Manufacturing and distributor partnerships
E-commerce
Non-traditional competition
An aging workforce

If there was common thread, it was that people in the industry
need to keep an open mind and engage in non-traditional thinking.
Managers and workers alike must be trained on new and emerging
technologies. The solutions are not going to be easy. As has been said so
many times in the past, the industry needs to do a better job of getting
the word out about career opportunities.
Non-traditional competition in the supply chain may require that
supply channel relationships be redefined.
And it’s not just the skilled trade workforce that is aging; many
people in the management level at manufacturers and distributors
are approaching retirement, so succession planning in CIPH member
companies is critical.
CIPH intends to hold further town hall meetings. Members
present Oct. 24 suggested working with the Mechanical Contractors
Association of Canada (MCAC), with which CIPH partners on a
number of issues, to bring contractors into the conversation.
For more information, please visit www.ciph.com.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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New B.C. Building Code will
allow 12-storey wood buildings
An updated British Columbia Building and
Plumbing Code will enable local governments
to allow 12-storey tall wood buildings. This
doubles the previous maximum height of six
storeys.
Thirteen communities have signed on to
be early adopters of tall wood buildings using
mass timber technology. “Increasing and
finding new uses of British Columbia forestry
products means we are creating beautiful
energy efficient homes, while supporting jobs
and local economies,” said George Heyman,
minister of environment and climate change
strategy. “Changes to the building code to
promote efficiency is part of our CleanBC
plan to reduce emissions in new construction,
while improving energy efficiency in existing
buildings.”
The move to large wood buildings has been
controversial in many parts of the country.
Ontario only recently amended it’s building code
to allow six-storey wood structures, up from
four. The degree of expansion and contraction
in wood buildings can cause challenges with
piping and ductwork and fire officials have
expressed concern about the potential fire risk.
The new B.C. Building Code is also
designed to increase the supply of homes by
allowing secondary suites in multi-family
buildings (duplexes and townhouses).
The regulations remove maximum size
restrictions but will require fire separations
between residences.
Energy Step Code requirements have also
been introduced for public sector buildings,
such as hospitals, schools, community centres
and university classrooms.
Changes to the B.C. Building Code are also
designed to enhance the safety of residents.
These changes include requirements for
carbon monoxide detectors in commercial
buildings and assembly buildings – such
as schools, offices and places of worship,
increased lighting in recycling rooms, and
additional requirements for fire alarms and
exits on roof-top enclosures – such as patios.
The building code changes apply to

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

building permit applications on or after
Dec. 12. The B.C. Building Code establishes
minimum requirements for health, safety,
accessibility, fire and structural protection,
and energy and water efficiency.
The code applies to building construction

and renovation throughout B.C., except for
some federal lands and the City of Vancouver
– which has its own building bylaw. An online
version of the new B.C. Building Code is
available free of charge and printed copies are
available at a reduced rate.
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QBuilding Green

Green achieved her
goal with a contractor
that used off-theshelf components.

SMALL HOME

HVAC
As baby boomers downsize,
demand for small efficient
homes increasing
By Bruce Nagy

Another winter is upon us, bringing another
hockey season and a chance for me to register
a new low in my hockey pool point total.
Should have changed my strategy this year.
But change is hard. Our beloved Don Cherry
just couldn’t change, and it led to his early
retirement from Hockey Night in Canada.
Retirement, empty nests, cashing in; these
are some of the reasons people are moving
out of large valuable city properties and
downsizing into smaller country houses.
Joshua Fields Millburn, one of the authors
of The Minimalist, a bestselling book on
downsizing, says, “The easiest way to organize
your stuff is to get rid of most of it.”
People in Ontario and Quebec seem to be
opting for homes in the 1,000-2,000 square
foot range. And this choice works well with
simple, clean heating and cooling systems.

Well insulated
Koko and Robert Saar are building a new
home in Wasaga Beach, Ontario with a
well-insulated envelope, a Chiltrix air-towater heat pump chiller, four Chiltrix high
efficiency fan coil units, and a Zehnder heat
recovery ventilator.
“Preliminary numbers indicate the house
will use 30 kilowatt/hours per square metre
per year,” reported Angie Horner-Xerri, a
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planner at Quantum Passivhaus in Minden,
Ont. Quantum manufactures custom prefab
panel units and builds passive houses,
including the Saars’ new home.
“Our neighbors were very impressed
because 23 wall panels, (each about 16 inches
thick) arrived in January and went up in
two days,” said Koko, whose three sons have
grown up, making their 4,500 square foot
home in Mississauga, Ont. unnecessary. “We
considered moving into a high-rise condo,”
added Rob. “But I don’t like elevators and
noise from neighbors. We wanted a bit of a
back yard and I wanted the big garage.” Their
new garage is insulated but not conditioned.
“I like the Chiltrix unit because it comes
with its own controls and also a small electric
inline boiler for backup in extreme cold
situations,” said Stuart Evans, mechanical
engineer with Zon Engineering in Cambridge,
Ont., which designed the system.
“Normally Chiltrix will supply the fan coil
units directly. It does hydronic heating, and
cooling without standby losses. It also does
domestic hot water so there might be some
standby losses in the small DHW tank, but
that’s about it.
“It’s a great system but it might not be for
everyone because it’s relatively expensive. I’m
not a fan of placing a heat pump in the middle
of the house and hoping it will get to all the
rooms, but it depends on the project. We have
been doing some mini-split projects too and
they’re very cost effective.”
The Saars expect to spend about $150
per year on electricity, heating, cooling and
domestic hot water heating. The Zehnder
ComfoAir Q recovers about 90 percent of
the heat energy from outgoing stale air with a
Specific Fan Power (SFP) of 0.28 at 270 m3/h.
“In this case we opted for the pre-heat from
Zehnder (HRV) and that makes everything
much simpler.”
Simplicity. Facts. Statistics. That might help
my hockey pool team. Get rid of some mental
baggage, let go of old ideas about past glory.

Quantum Passivhaus pre-fabricated the wall panels for the two-storey Saar home at its
plant in Minden, Ont.

Standard ductwork
Richard Price selected the new PentaCare
V12 combo unit from Minotair for heating
Please see ‘simple’ on page 15

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The mechanical room at the Saar home includes a small inline electric boiler for
backup heat.
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for high temperature grey water removal
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acidic properties
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(Shut-off head: 53 ft)
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QBuilding Green

A simple approach to energy efficiency
Continued from page 13

and cooling. It’s described as an air source
heat pump that does dehumidification, high
efficiency air filtration through a HEPA
MERV 15 filter, and compressor-based heat
recovery ventilation that can achieve net-zero
performance in some conditions.
Another plus from Price’s point of view
is that it connects to standard ductwork
rather than requiring the custom Zehnder
ductwork. “It’s easier to find a sub-trade who
is comfortable doing the ductwork with this
unit.”
Price is a building contractor working on
a rebuild in Hudson, Quebec. It started as a
renovation following a house fire, but the
more they dug it out, the more they realized
that they were nearly starting from scratch.
“When we took up the floor, we found that
the slab was in pretty bad shape too because it
was built back in the 50s when a lot of things
were done on the cheap.”
The new 2,300 square foot, two-storey
home will be super insulated and heated by
two PentaCare units and electric inline
post heaters from Stelpro. The Pentacare
units include a 5,000-watt electric duct
heater, VOC and C02 pollution sensors,
updatable controllers, and ECM fans.

The Chiltrix outdoor unit
at the Saar home.

“This is the modern way to build and it
doesn’t cost any more than the conventional
way,” says Richard. “The windows and the
ventilation equipment are expensive but
doing the insulation and the sealing properly
has a strong payback on energy savings.
“It all balances out. The surfaces are plus or
minus 10 degrees, there’s no stratification. It’s
cozy in the winter and provides a high level
of sound-proofing. It’s a very durable system

Elly Green wanted a small, comfortable and efficient house.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

that could last 100 years. We should have been
investing this way before now, in my opinion.”

Off-the shelf components
Elly Green’s father bought the vacant forested
lot next door to the family’s country home
near Eugenia, Ontario, many years ago. He
has since passed on, but Elly’s mom still lives
on the property. Now an adult who loves the
outdoors, Elly decided to build her own home
on the extra lot, but she wanted something
modest in size. She opted for an open concept
kitchen/great room plus one bedroom.
The whole building is about 1,000 square
feet, with thick, passive-house-style walls.
“It’s not (Passivhaus) certified, but it probably
could be. I didn’t do it so I could be in the
club. I just needed an affordable place to live,
where I could take my dog out for a run.”
“It’s a nice small project with a mini-split
(LG) and some backup (Stelpro) baseboard
heaters,” says contractor Ben Polley of Evolve
Builders Group in Guelph, Ontario. “I was
looking for off-the-shelf components, so
instead of the Zehnder which is an import,
we chose the vanEE. We also found triple
pane windows from a Nova Scotia company
Please see ‘New’ on page 17
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HEAT & HOT Water in
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& Water Heater.
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performance and quick response. Our
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adjusts fuel usage to match heat demand –
saving up to 20% on heating utility bills
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To ﬁnd out more about the Brute FT®
and other Bradford White products, visit our
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• Technical Documentation
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QBuilding Green

New HVAC technologies becoming mainstream
Continued from page 15

In Hudson, Que., Richard Price did a
post-fire home rebuild with a modern
building envelope and small mechanical
equipment.

called Kohltech.
“The most important part of small houses
like Elly’s is the building envelope. We’ve come
up with methods and materials to increase
airtightness and eliminate thermal bridges.”
All three of the homes in this article were
designed with larger windows on the south
sides for more solar gain in the winter, and
with window shades for reducing gain in the
summer. They have Energy Star appliances
and LED lighting.
“I’m the new wave of clients that are
coming. We’re younger and we’re going
to build in this way,” says Green.
“I have two kids and the climate crisis
is a huge concern for me,” added Price “I’m
looking for clients like this one and proud of
building homes without fossil fuels.”

“If you’re an HVAC provider for single
family homes and you don’t have a keen
understanding of the air source market,
you’re going to be left out,” remarked Polley.
“It’s the thin edge of the wedge right now. It’s
a new world.”
Hmm. My old hockey pool strategy a fullyverified failure. Carbon price firmly in place.
Don Cherry era over. It might be time to
change something… 

Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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Designed for plumbers,
loved by designers!
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SUPERIOR
PROTECTION.

COOL RUNNING.

CLASSIC CAST IRON.
With more models to choose from and quality
assembly right here in the U.S.A.*, Liberty is
supporting American workers - all while giving
you the highest level of basement protection.
Choose from the cool-running deep-ﬁnned
aluminum models or classic cast iron in 1/4
thru 3/4 hp performance.

*Quality Built American Manufacturing - Bergen, NY on
all 230, 240, 250, 280, 290, and 450-series sump pumps.

A Family and Employee Owned Company
Copyright © Liberty Pumps, Inc. 2019 All rights reserved.

QPipes, Valves & Fittings
One-piece
ball valve
IPEX has announced the
addition of a one-piece
ball valve to its AquaRise
potable water piping system. They are available in half-inch through
one-inch sizes and are ideal for high pressure
systems or applications that do not require
a serviceable connection. AquaRise valves
eliminate the need for adapters and use fewer
connections. The valve can handle 400 psi at
23 degrees Celsius and 150 psi at 71 degrees
Celsius.
IPEX www.ipexna.com

Big roof
drain
The
Big
Daddy Dual
Roof Drain
and overflow
combinations from Watts Water offer leak
protection, durable construction, and ease of
installation. These units eliminate the need
to cut separate holes in the roof for overflow
drainage. The 10-inch outlet model achieved
a 1,368 GPM flow rate.
Watts www.watts.com

Bluetooth residential pump
The 0018e circulator from Taco Canada is
designed for residential and light commercial hydronic systems. The ECM-powered
circulator features Bluetooth communication
to a mobile app, providing real time control,
and diagnostics and reporting. Installers can
select between multiple constant speed, proportional pressure, and constant pressure
modes as well as activeAdapt – Taco’s self-adjusting proportional pressure mode.
Taco www.TacoComfort.com

ASTM certified
Viega announces that fittings for its
PureFlow Press system have received ASTM
International certification. The fittings have
always met ASTM standards and press fittings were listed under the ASTM F877
standard, but the PureFlow press connections
come under new standards – ASTM F3347
(zero lead bronze press fittings with stainless
steel press sleeves) and ASTM F3348 (plastic
press insert fittings with stainless steel press
sleeves). They are designed for use with PEX
tubing for potable and hydronic installations.
Viega www.viega.us

Digital mixing valve
Battery back-up pump
Zoeller recently launched its AquaNot Fit
508 line of battery backup pumps. This
full packaged system comes as a pre-piped
propak that includes the sump pump, waterproof battery case and Wi-Fi-equipped
sensor alarm. Each pump comes with a
smart controller to self-test the pump and
monitor switches. There are two switches
for redundancy, a high-water sensor alarm,
and built-in Wi-Fi and Z-control access to
permit remote monitoring and provide notifications by text or email.
Zoeller zoeller.com

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Powers is now offering its
IntelliStation Jr. digital
mixing valve in 1.5inch and 2-inch sizes.
The smart mixing valve is
passcode protected and
configurable on site. Special
features include a programmable set
point range of 60F to 180F, user-selected
high and low temperature alerts, and a
scheduling feature with temperature setback
– saving energy and money. The valve is leadfree and Wi-Fi enabled.
Powers www.powerscontrols.com
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THE PLUMBER

as a renovation contractor
Expanding into full bath and kitchen
projects can boost the bottom line
By Mark P. Evans

T

he City of Kitchener,
Ont. is considering new zoning
rules that will allow
“tiny houses” and
“granny flats” to be
built throughout my
hometown and, sources
on the inside tell me, it’s a
sure thing. The city is growing at an alarming rate and
there’s little room left to expand
outwardly so planners are left with
few options.
High-rise apartments have sprung
up all over town, but even those are not
enough to house our ever-increasing
citizenship. The next logical step
to increasing the population
density is to build multiple units
on existing properties. Good
news for those of us in the
building renovating business;
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bad news for those trying to get across
town on an already congested road
system.
I’ve plumbed many high-rises
but have geared my own business
more for single family dwellings,
additions and renovations. It
works better for me because
I often act as the general
contractor on that size of a
project and sub out whatever
portions of the job I can’t or don’t
want to do myself.
The last several jobs found me doing the
dry-walling, taping, painting and tiling. I
charge the same rate for that type of work

I often act as
the general
contractor on that size
of a project and sub out
whatever portions of the job
I can’t or don’t want
to do myself.
and it allows me to move on site with my
equipment and earn the highest earnings
versus overhead ratio.
Also, it allows me to expand my tool
selection and service capabilities for
future work. Each tool purchase is an
investment and I’ve learned to book jobs
for a specific item before buying it, so
it’s paid for by others by the time it is
returned to the shop. From then on,
every charge-out is profit and I get
to use the tools for personal projects
with no personal expense.
It took years to build a preferred customer
base and a network of quality associates but

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Getting to know the staff at your local plumbing wholesale showroom and keeping
up to date on trends will pay dividends. Desco’s Jon Leeson, left, holds court at the
opening of the company’s new showroom and distribution centre in Mississauga, Ont.
last May.
that’s the way any business finds its niche in
society.

Turn-key benefits all
Both the customer and the trade associates
benefit from this type of “turn-key”
arrangement. The customer gets a smooth
progression of their project because the
worker needed for each next step is often the
same person that did the previous step or
has been pre-booked. The customer isn’t left
waiting for others to coordinate schedules
and sync up delivery and installation times.
The associates benefit from the arrangement
by having a mechanical technician / customer
in their own circle of dependable tradespersons to call on when needed.
Many of my customers purchase and
maintain investment properties here but live
out of town. It’s very difficult for them to get
quality work done when needed. Smaller
projects are especially hard to accomplish. No
contractor is going to leave an ongoing project
to do a small, spur of the moment patch-up
job. That work only gets attention in the off
hours or as time allows which drags out the
completion time.
There is little hope for an off-site landlord

A complete bathroom renovation may
start with a plumbing service call.
to find a local tile setter to repair a deteriorated
wall and then install two square feet of tile in a
timely manner so… if the plumber on site to
un-clog the drain is up for it, there is plenty
of opportunity to turn a small mechanical job
into a fair sized business undertaking. It’s like
super-sizing the french-fries for each dinner
order at a restaurant. The “up-sell” is a proven
formula that costs so little but gains so much.
Having grown up doing everything from
Please see ‘Offering’ on page 23
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When Life Safety
When entering a commercial building,
there’s a reasonable assumption that it’s
VDIHIRURFFXSDQWVDQGȴUVWUHVSRQGHUV
If plumbed with cast iron, it is safe,
sustainable, and a non-combustible
SURGXFW$QGWKDWȇVUHDVVXULQJ
With the movement to remove plastics
from society due to their negative impact
on health and the environment, isn’t it time
to make smart choices?

Choose cast iron soil pipe
DQGȴWWLQJV

SAFE Non-combustible and sustainable
RECYCLED Made from postconsumer recycled metal

REUSABLE Completely recyclable
at the end of its service life

RESPONSIBLE LEED V4/Living
Building Challenge Declare Status

MADE IN CANADA
%LEE\6WH&URL[FRP
800-463-3480
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The project moves beyond the rough-in with tile installation.

Before long, the homeowner has a brand-new bathroom and
the plumber has completed a profitable project.

Offering a solution
for the absent landlord
Continued from page 21

bricking a chimney to pouring a sidewalk and
everything in between, this is the ideal way
for me to operate.

Getting the job
But… knowing how to do the job is only
part of it if you’re the business owner. You

Another bathroom project by our
resident plumber; upgrades for older
people with disabilities are becoming
common.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

have to get the job first and that takes skills
you don’t learn at school. I learned a few sales
techniques from a reliable source that taught
me the value of having “chutzpah”.
My father used to keep a brand-new set
of taps in his truck which he would take into
each home and leave conspicuously in sight
while going about the service work he was
requested to do. Before long, as the story goes,
the lady of the house would spy the shiny new
fixture and literally sell herself that item. Once
she learned that “the Jones” down the street
could afford such a fancy faucet it wasn’t long
before she too boasted a brand-new set of
kitchen or bathroom taps in her home.
Why not make a little extra at each call
along the way? You’re already set up and you
can keep the meter running longer with the
bird in your hand instead of chasing the two
that might be in the bush.
Pops had the biggest plumbing and heating
shop in town and didn’t have to go on the
tools anymore, but he liked interacting with
his service clientele and enjoyed the thrill of
salesmanship.
I like it too. I truly enjoy the rise in
excitement level as I introduce a customer
to the possibility of turning their basement

into an income producing apartment or how
they could increase the quality of their life by
adding a new ensuite to their home just like
“the Jones’s” down the street did.
Hopefully, the city’s plan to increase my
potential client base will allow me to continue
using some of the techniques I’ve described.
I’m not looking forward to more traffic tieups, but I am looking forward to the city’s
implementation of new proposals to let us
build for higher density because I depend on
the city’s growth to pay my never-ending bills.
I learned another very important sales
technique from an interior designer who made
a lot more than I did on the same job. He told
me how important it is to get the customer to
examine how they feel when they enter a room
in their “sanctuary” – their home.
It’s no small thing; it is “the thing”. If you
can capture their imagination, you become
their “go-to” guy. I don’t want to do more
work, he said, I just want to get paid more for
doing it. The renovation business brings those
opportunities. 

Mark P. Evans
is a contractor, master
plumber and heating
technician based
in Waterloo, Ont.
He can be reached at
mark.evans@live.ca
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YOUR CUSTOMER
WANTS HYDRONICS –

who do you call?

Designing a
hydronic system
for a custom home
By Roy Collver

I

n the early 1980’s, radiant
tu bi ng m anu f a c tu re rs
worked hard to spark the
re-introduction of hydronic
heating to consumers. Their
efforts revitalized the fading
residential hydronics market,
but the rest of the industry
took a while to get up to speed.
Many heating contractors
were in a bind when trying
to access information and
product after a customer
requested warm-floor heating.
I was one of those contractors Richard Trethewey, longtime manufacturers rep and plumber on the television
back in the day, looking for program This Old House, left, conducts a hydronic heating training session.
information that was hard to
find in a forced-air furnace market.
comfortable heating systems they expect? The process varies
Hydronic heating product manufacturers, various industry
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction due to regional and municipal
groups and trade schools began to provide training. Their
code differences and local conditions, but the basics are the
efforts continue to advance the knowledge of those who are
same everywhere.
interested in keeping up-to-date.
The first stage of the process is to interview the customer
Where are we today? Who do you turn to when a customer
and make sure you understand what their expectations are.
asks about hydronic heating? What is your process for
Be careful – many will have spent countless hours researching
taking their requests and turning them into the high quality,
these systems, and I have heard from many upset consumers
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Many contractors fall in between these
two extremes and just need a little extra
help. Their best resource is likely to be a
local supplier who is ready, willing and
able to help them out. Keep in mind that
the hydronic radiant floor is only one part
of the whole system. You still need to come
up with cooling and ventilation options, a
DHW solution and maybe some auxiliary
equipment, such as air handlers. Some of
these systems can be very complex. Codes
may require a mechanical engineer’s stamp,
so it is a good idea to find a firm you can get
along with – they can save you a whole lot of
stress (and liability).

Getting started
This tidy residential installation will
give years of quiet, comfortable and
efficient operation.
who were told:
• These systems don’t work in this (type of
house, area, climate, etc.)
• These systems are too expensive, and you
won’t save any money
• They break down all the time and cost a
fortune to fix
• Nobody around here knows how to install
them
• You can’t have air conditioning or proper
ventilation
You get the drift. I once had a frustrated,
multi-millionaire car dealership owner ask
me: “What kind of idiot would try to talk me
out of putting in a premium system when it
is clear that I want it?” Indeed.
So be ready to answer questions and offer
suggestions. There are heating contractors
in Canada who specialize in providing
hydronic systems and have the facts, the
literature and sales support in-house to carry
the sale forward through the design stage to
completion. If you don’t “do” hydronics at
all, call someone who does, and see if they
will work for you as a sub-contractor. I see
this all of the time.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

So, here is the usual process for most
residential applications, regardless of where
you work:
1) Determine customer needs and desires: if
it is a complex system the customer should
be willing to pay you for stage two – you can
offer to apply the cost as a credit if they go
for it.

I once had a
frustrated,
multi-millionaire car
dealership owner ask
me: “What kind of idiot
would try to talk me out
of putting in a premium
system when it is
clear that I want it?"
2) Get a set of detailed plans and start
designing. Do a detailed heat loss (plus
heat gain if required), calculate ventilation
requirements, DHW requirements –
whatever is needed. This is where your
trusted supplier(s) or mechanical consultant
comes in.

3) Come up with a design and cost for
presentation. If applicable, negotiate with
the general contractor regarding their cut.
Gather sales literature together related to the
equipment you are going to recommend and
put together a proposal.
Make sure you have fallback options if
they balk at the cost. The good, better, best
presentation will usually get you the middle
cost sale. Don’t bull**t during your sales
pitch if you don’t know something off the
top of your head. Most people see it as a sign
of honesty when you tell them you are not
100 percent sure and will get back to them –
it is not a sign of weakness to go get further
information and advice.
4) Put together the contract when they say
yes and finalize the design and equipment
schedules with your supplier(s). Work
closely with the general contractor to make
sure they know what to expect and ensure
the scheduling works. Really focus on these
details because you do not want to be the
weak link in the construction process – you
don’t want any fingers pointing at you. Make
sure you establish a regime for requesting
progress payments.
5) Pull the necessary permits. This can vary
by jurisdiction, so check it out before you get
in too deep. Some municipalities have strict
and strange requirements. If the project is
outside your normal work area, you will
want to check for the unexpected prior to
Stage 3 – make sure your business license
and trade qualifications are acceptable.
6) Order the materials and schedule
delivery. Check on equipment lead times
with your supplier(s) in case you have to
light any fires.
7) Do a great installation job! That’s
self-explanatory; you want people to be
impressed.
8 ) D o c u m e nt t h e s t a r t - up a n d
commissioning and finalize installation.
Put the system through its paces and advise
and instruct the customer, as per last year’s
articles in the October 2018 & November/
Please see ‘Working’ on page 27
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The fluid piping is often the least complicated part of the installation. This is the
hydronic air handler ductwork, nicely sealed by the contractor.

Working with a trusted supplier
Continued from page 25

December 2018 issues, available online at
www.plumbingandhvac.ca.
9) Get paid and pay your suppliers
promptly!

Building a supplier relationship
Now about those “trusted suppliers”. This is a
very symbiotic industry. Heating contractors
need their wholesale suppliers, who need
their manufacturer’s reps, who need their
manufacturers and back on down the line.
John Dennis is a good ‘heating guy’ who
works at my nearest wholesaler, Andrew
Sheret in Parksville, B.C. In this part of
the province, contractors need a designer
certified by the Thermal Environmental
Comfort Association (TECA) to provide
the necessary paperwork in order to pull a
hydronics permit.
John took the time and paid the money
to become a certified TECA designer, and
here is what he will do for you: heat loss/
gain, system design, loop layout, equipment
schedule and fill out the paperwork and
stamp it. If you buy the equipment from

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

him, he does this all for free!
Plus, he usually has all of the equipment
necessar y for a typical residential
installation in stock! Just back up the
truck and load. There are good hydronic
heating people all across Canada, but all
wholesalers are not equal in the expertise
they have to offer. Look for someone in your
area like John, who can help you through
the process. These experts are also likely
to be familiar with most of the building

Working with a knowledgeable heating
specialist like John Dennis at Andrew
Sheret in Parksville B.C. will make the
contractor’s task easier.

inspectors and their quirks, some of the
general contractors, and may occasionally
refer a homeowner to you if you do good
work and buy a lot of your stuff from them.
Many heating contractors I know will
cultivate a relationship with more than one
heating person and wholesale supplier, just to
keep things competitive. If I don’t like
John’s price or a specific product at
Sheret’s, I can always phone up Ernie
Halliday at Wolseley in Nanaimo and see
what he can do for me.
Nothing’s wrong with doing that,
but keep in mind what services are
being offered by each. If company A
provides more and better service than
company B – then it isn’t right to use the
B price to try and drive down the A price.
If you want consistently good service,
you need to treat these people fairly and
keep the shopping around to a minimum
so they will invest time in your company.
You want them to have your back when
things are going off the rails.
The same applies to manufacturer’s
reps and their engineering people. They are
more than happy to help you, but they
expect you to help yourself as well. Don’t
just pick up the phone and demand they
send someone to a job site if something
isn’t working the way you think it should
be. They expect you to make the effort to
read the instructions, go to their training
seminars and attempt to troubleshoot
things on your own.
You can learn a whole lot of good stuff
from these people if you pay attention. In
time, as you get more hydronics jobs under
your belt – you will find that you don’t
need to bug the experts much at all.
Welcome to the club. With the help of
your supply-chain business partners, you
have become a hydronician – and that is a
good place to be at. 
Roy Collver is an
author and consultant on
hydronic heating based in
Qualicum Beach, B.C. He
can be reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Hydronic

snowmelt systems
‘Outdoor radiant floors’ require
special approach
By Leah Den Hartogh

S

now is inevitable in Canada – whether you
live in St. John’s, Nfld., Kamloops, B.C.,
Windsor, Ont., or Moose Jaw, Sask. There
a few options on how to remove it once its here.
Commercially, snowmelt systems are a
popular method of snow removal, especially
when trying to avoid lawsuits. In residential
applications, they are increasing in popularity.
There are two different basic types of
snowmelt systems: hydronic and electric.
For the point of this article, the focus will
specifically be on hydronics.
These systems are usually compromised of
PEX tubing, manifolds, a heat source – such
as a boiler (non-condensing or condensing),
controls, heat exchanger, insulation and
mixing device (either variable speed injection
or modulating valve).
A glycol mixture, separated from the
boiler loop by a heat exchanger, is heated and
circulated through the tubing which in turn
warms the slab.
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Controlling the system
Temperature control of the fluid is critical; too
low and the snow won’t melt, but too high and
the slab will be damaged by thermal shock if
the difference in temperature between the
glycol mix and the slab is too great.
There are three ways a snowmelt system

If asphalt is the
material for the
slab, the piping needs to
be protected
during paving.
can be managed: manually, semi-automatic
and fully automatic. A manual system fully
depends on human intervention to turn it on
and off. This is rare and advisable only when
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the surface to heat is dirt or gravel, said JeanClaude Remy, business development manager
and trainer at Uponor Canada, Mississauga,
Ont.
For hard surfaces like concrete, asphalt and
paving stone assemblies, the need to avoid
thermal shock precludes manual control.
Semi-automatic systems maintain a certain
amount of heat in the slab in idle mode.
Human intervention is required to engage the
melting cycle. If no one is home to “push the
button” then you will find the driveway full
of snow.
A fully automatic system will always
maintain the slab at a “ready” position and
start the melting cycle when required. Sensors
in the slab detect when there is snow falling
and slowly ramp up the snowmelt system. It
can take time before the snow begins to melt.
The benefit is that if you already had the slab
pre-heated, when the snow does fall it melts
quicker, said Mike Miller, director of sales,

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The glycol should be checked on a regular
basis because glycol will deteriorate over
time. If the glycol goes bad, this could cause
the pipes to freeze or allow microbial growth
in the pipes. This is where your water is
going to start getting an odour or you may
see black spots in the pipes, noted Michael
Breault, senior technical instructor/senior
instructional designer at Watts Water Canada.

Class system

Careful planning and installation will
result in an effective efficient snow melt
system. (All photos courtesy of The Boiler
Guys, Toronto)

commercial building services, Taco Canada,
Mississauga, Ont. Sensor location is critical.
Contractors need to consider vehicle traffic
and parking or else “you are going to have a
car sitting right on top of the snowmelt sensor,”
explains Kevin Vieira, director of sales and
marketing at HBX Control Systems, Calgary.

Freeze protection
To ensure that the pipes don’t freeze, the
heating fluid is a glycol mixture. “How much
glycol solution is needed depends on how

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

From left, Alli Khan, Alexander Genzer,
and Suhaib Shaikh of The Boiler Guys take
a short break on a snowmelt job site.
cold it gets outside,” explains Miller. “In a
place like Alberta where you get down to
-40C outside, the glycol solution could be as
high as 50 per cent. In other places like southwestern Ontario, you may get away with 25 to
30 per cent.”

There are three different classes of snowmelt
systems: levels one, two, and three. Each level
determines the Btu’s needed for proper system
operation. For example, level one is usually
a residential or warmer climate application
requiring between 125 and 150 Btu’s per sq.
ft. per hour. Installations in the Niagara Valley
in Ontario or Okanagan Valley in B.C. are
typically within this level.
Level two occurs in colder climates
or larger residential applications. More
demanding applications will range between
160 and 190 Btu's per sq. ft. per hour. Places
like Calgary and Quebec City will commonly
be found within the level two range.
Level three covers the most demanding
heating needs. Critical areas that must be
heated at all times like emergency entrances to
hospitals, fire stations and helicopter pads fall
within this category. In this class, between 200
and 220 Btu's per sq. ft. per hour are required.

Be careful what you promise!
Contractors need to gauge customer
Please see ‘Managing’ on page 31
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Managing customers’ snowmelt expectations
Continued from page 29

expectations. Sometimes only a flamethrower
will do what they have in mind, warns
Remy. “You’re going to sit down and have a
conversation where you ask questions and
talk 20 per cent of the time and listen 80 per
cent of the time.” Don’t assume that you know
what the customer is thinking.
As well, contractors need to do the math,
stresses Breault. This includes a heat loss
calculation to help determine supply fluid
temperature, preliminary flow and pressure
loss. As noted above, there are big differences
from region to region.
It shouldn’t be forgotten that snowmelt
system operation can be expensive. This
means that contractors need to educate
homeowners. Some homeowners may turn
the system off and never turn it on again after
the initial heating bill, warns Vieira.
“Homeowners that want snowmelt
systems, want it to work and not cost them
unnecessarily. Give your customers all their
current options for system control and let
them know how to use it. It will save you callback time and keep them happy with their
system,” suggested Vince Baggetta of Next
Plumbing and Hydronics Supply, Toronto.

various slab materials including but not
limited to asphalt, concrete and sand bed.
If asphalt is the material for the slab, the
piping needs to be protected during paving.
“Sometimes with asphalt, you have to run
cold water through the system while they’re
paving it and that’s just to keep the pipes from
overheating when they put down hot asphalt,”
explains Genzer.

Snowmelt projects vary from simple
to complex. This custom home project
required snow melting on several
elevations.
Cunningham, general manager at
Triangle Supply, Red Deer, Alberta.

Set and leave
Specifications
Snowmelt tubing sizes vary from ½ to oneinch diameter depending on the installation.
Pipe size affects loop lengths. Typically, they
are kept as short as possible. 3/4-inch pipe
can see loop lengths around 300 ft., 5/8-inch
should be between 200 and 250. “The bigger
the pipe, the longer we can go with our loops,”
remarked Alex Genzer, co-owner of The
Boiler Guys, a Toronto based contractor.
When laying down the piping it is best to
lay it down alternatively hot and cold, using
a double serpentine, reverse-return or double
spiral model. This will evenly distribute the
heat; otherwise only certain areas will melt
and a “candy cane” scraping type effect can
occur, said Breault.
Snowmelt systems can be installed with
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Careful temperature control will prevent
this concrete slab from being damaged
by heat.
Helium is often used to find leaks. The
system is drained and filled with helium.
“We then take a helium detector and we can
pinpoint the leak within one foot because
helium molecules are the smallest molecule
and will go through concrete,” said Genzer.
The other key factor is drainage. The
snowmelt water has to go somewhere
to avoid a skating rink at the end of the
driveway. “You are going to have the kids all
playing hockey down there,” remarked Barry

Once the system is commissioned, the last
thing anyone wants is a callback. Smart
controls allow contractors to receive error
codes and may allow them to adjust the
controls remotely.
As the technology evolves, there are more
opportunities for innovation. “I think a lot
of systems will get away from in-slab sensor
technology and just connect your system to the
internet, which will run your system based on
forecast,” noted Vieira. In fact, that technology
is already on the market, he added.
Hydronic heating contractors have the
opportunity to expand their business with
snowmelt systems. At the end of the day,
it can be cheaper and less hassle for many
customers than paying someone to scrape off
the driveway. 
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Tankless Wi-Fi adaptor

Condensate neutralizer tubes

The NWCC Wi-Fi adapter from Noritz provides
full online visibility over their commercial tankless
water heaters – regardless of system size. It allows
users to monitor multiple sites and receive site-specific notifications, timely service-schedule alerts,
and troubleshooting insights. Most monitoring is
done via the dashboard, with notifications coming via text or email. The
adapter is a standalone on a single commercial tankless water heater. For
multiple-unit tankless rack systems, the adapter would connect to the
rack’s system controller and can monitor up to 24 units.
Noritz www.noritz.com

New zone control solutions
Tekmar has introduced four new switching
relay and zone valve control models. They
now offer two-zone pumps, three-zone
pumps, three-zone valves, and five-zone
valves. They are compatible with all low-voltage thermostats. These
units allow unlimited system expansion; system exercising to prevents
pumps from seizing during the summer; zone priority; and priority
override to protect homes from freezing over the winter months.
Tekmar Control Systems www.tekmarcontrols.com

New tube-style condensate neutralizers from Neutra-Safe come in seven
models for high-efficiency, gas-fired
appliances up to two million Btu/h
input capacity. A clear tube allows easy visual inspection of neutralization media. Integral unions and O-ring seals are used at each end for a
leak-proof seal. They are designed for use with Neutra-Safe’s proprietary
Neutra-Ph blend of 99 per cent pure calcite and magnesium oxide.
Neutra-Safe www.neutrasafe.com

Updated duct connections
Unico has updated the connection system
for its flexible supply tubing, reducing the
steps and installation time. The new TwistFit couplings are attached to Unico flexible
round ducts by threading the base of the
coupling into the inner core of the tubing.
The internal insulation and outer mylar jacket of the supply tubing are
then tucked into the rim of the Twist-Fit and the connection is secured
with UL-181B foil tape. To make a connection, the installer lines up the
tabs to their slots and twists clockwise until a click is heard.
Unico, Inc. www.unicosystem.com

BUILT FOR THE NORTH
The Noritz NRCB is the first and only combination
boiler on the market that can simultaneously provide
domestic hot water and space heating for residential
applications. Equipped with 3 stainless steel heat
exchangers and a premix burner that limits harmful
emissions, the Noritz NRCB is the perfect choice to
battle the toughest winters.
COMBINATION
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BOILER
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COMMITMENT ISSUES?

SETTLE DOWN WITH A LIFELONG PARTNER.
With all the changes in the market, it sometimes feels like nothing is secure. But Fujitsu is here for you
with what you’ve come to expect: award-winning support programs, a range of innovative products,
and a 100% dedication to contractor success. For a relationship that is built for the long haul, look to
the supply channel that starts with Fujitsu.
Visit fujitsugeneral.com

QRefrigeration

Condensers
play
BACK TO BASICS

critical role

Placement
requires careful
consideration at
design stage

This
evaporative
condenser
is part of an
ammonia
system.

By Greg Scrivener

R

efrigeration systems are
simply machines that move
heat from somewhere cold
to somewhere warmer.
This would not be possible (it
would break the second law of
thermodynamics!) if no energy
was added to the system.
In a vapour compression
refrigeration cycle, this energy
almost always comes in the form
of an electric motor driving a
compressor; in an absorption
system, this energy comes in
the form of a heat input that
drives a process of absorption
and desorption. We spend a lot of time talking about compressors
and the refrigeration cycle, but in all cases, the system cannot absorb
the heat in the cold space without rejecting it somewhere else. This
is the job of our condensers.
Condensers come in a few different configurations depending
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on how they reject heat. There
are three main types of heat
rejection and we are going to
discuss the first two:
Air – sensible heat only
Air – latent and sensible heat
Fluid – water, glycol, etc.
The most common type, of
course, are air cooled condensers
(shown in Figure 1). They are
used in the majority of car,
home and small commercial air
conditioning and refrigeration
systems in the country. They
reject heat into the ambient air
using sensible heat only; in order
to reject heat, they obviously have to be warmer than the air around
them. Fig. 1 shows a typical air-cooled fin-tube condenser.
This leads to some important considerations regarding where they
Please see ‘Drive’ on page 37
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Canadian reﬁllable cylinders available

Make the Switch
to Solstice® N40

Solstice N40 (R-448A) offers 5-10% lower energy consumption, a 68%
reduction in global-warming-potential and lower environmental impact
on the planet. Solstice N40 is approved for use by all major compressor
and component manufacturers, and is a near-drop-in replacement for
R-404A, allowing for easier installations and conversions. Talk to us
today to ﬁnd out more.
For more information visit: https:www.honeywell-refrigerants.com
or Call 800-631-8138

© 2019 Honeywell International. All Rights Reserved.

QRefrigeration

Drive for efficiency reduces
temperature differential
Continued from page 35

are placed. A condenser in a hot kitchen,
for example, will have a more difficult time
rejecting heat than one outside in cold
ambient conditions.
In order to look a little closer at
condensers, we can consider a generic
convective heat transfer formula to think
about how condensers accomplish their
heat rejection. It is important to note that
this is a simplification, the entire heat
transfer analysis would include several
other factors. We are also assuming for

If you were in the
air conditioning
industry when the
efficiency rules changed
from 10 SEER to 13 SEER,
you would have noticed
something interesting: the
condensing units
got way bigger.
this discussion that the condenser is using a
material that is good at conduction of heat,
like copper or aluminum, as we are going to
ignore the conduction of heat through the
pipe wall.

Heat transferred equals:
• Heat Transfer Coefficient
• Surface Area
• Temperature Difference
If our goal was to maximize heat transfer,
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Fig. 1: The traditional air-cooled fintube condenser has long been the
industry standard.
there are three components that we could
use in this equation. We could increase
the difference in temperature between our
refrigerant and the air, we could increase
the surface area of our heat exchanger, or we
could increase the heat transfer coefficient.
The heat transfer coefficient is based on
several factors including the velocity, fluid
and geometry of the heat exchanger.

Achieving higher efficiencies
Unfortunately, increasing the temperature
of the refrigerant results in an increased
pressure and condensing temperature in
the refrigeration system. Which creates

inefficiency. In fact, we are usually trying
to decrease the refrigerant temperature in
order to achieve higher refrigeration system
efficiencies.
Older condensers were often designed
to have a 20-25°F temperature
difference. This means that if
the condenser was in a 90°F
ambient space, the refrigerant
would have to be 110-115°F for
the system to reject the right
amount of heat at full capacity.
In more recent years, the drive
for energy efficiency has reduced
this temperature difference to
10-15°F.
This leads to the second thing
we could change, surface area. If
you were in the air conditioning
industry when the efficiency
rules changed from 10 SEER
to 13 SEER, you would have
noticed something interesting:
the condensing units got way
bigger. This is because, all other
things being equal, a decrease
in the condensing temperature
(needed to get our efficiency
higher on the refrigeration
system) had to result in an
increase in heat exchanger
surface area.
In theory, we could have an incredibly
large heat exchanger and reject heat with
a very small temperature difference. This
has very obvious diminishing returns
when the condenser for your house AC
becomes bigger and more expensive than
your house.
There are, however, several clever ways to
increase the surface area of the condenser.
For the exterior heat transfer we usually use
fins to do this. Again, there are diminishing
returns because as you increase the surface
area it becomes more costly to move air
around it; this leads to the last variable we
can change, the heat transfer coefficient.
This variable encompasses a lot of things
Please see ‘Evaporative’ on page 39
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Canada’s National Show for the
HVACR and Plumbing Industries

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE

March 25 - 27, 2020
cmpxshow.ca

QRefrigeration

Evaporative condensers may offer solution
Continued from page 37

How condensers fail

Imagining and simplifying condenser
like the velocity of the air and the geometry
operation this way allows a person to
of the heat transfer surface. We typically
think about how condensers fail and what
want as much surface contact as possible
the resulting consequences or symptoms
between the air and the heat exchanger to
would be. Or, conversely, it allows
increase the heat transfer coefficient, so
measurements of condenser parameters to
we do things like offset fins/tubes in the
help troubleshoot the refrigeration cycle.
condenser, or make the fins wavy. We can
Consider finding a condenser with only a
also use larger fans to move more air.
2°F temperature difference. It is unlikely
that it was ever designed that
way and it presumably didn’t
grow more tubes and fins…
so something is up with your
refrigeration system.
One thing we can do to
decrease the temperature of
the refrigerant and still reject
the same amount of heat is to
use the latent heat of water to
absorb some energy. This is
how evaporative condensers
operate (Fig. 2). In addition
to having air drawn or
blown over the tubes, they
are sprayed with water that
evaporates. The result of this
is that the condenser “sees”
the wet-bulb temperature.
In many places in Canada
the wet-bulb temperature is
20°F lower or more than the
dry-bulb temperature. This
has the effect of allowing
smaller heat exchangers and
decreasing the refrigerant
temperature at the same time.
There are several downsides
to evaporative condensers,
however, such as water
treatment requirements and
additional pumping energy.
A ne wer version of
condenser is called an
adiabatic condenser (Fig.
Fig. 3: The media pads on the exterior of an adiabatic 3). They are almost as large
condenser. Underneath it looks like a typical airand expensive as air cooled
cooled condenser.
condensers and operate air-
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Fig. 2: The view inside an operating
evaporative condenser as water is
sprayed over a tube bundle
full of refrigerant.
cooled most of the time. However, they
use media pads that have water running
through them in high ambient conditions
to drop the temperature of the air before it
hits the condenser coil using a similar effect
to evaporative condensers.
If you are familiar with “swamp coolers”,
the premise is similar. Water is used to
cool the air before it hits the condenser
fins and tubing. These units don’t require
water pumps or water treatment, so they
remove some of the disadvantages of watercooled units but keep the benefit of being
able to cool based on the ambient wet-bulb
temperature.
As is the case with most refrigeration
components, there are a lot of things to
consider when choosing a condenser or
troubleshooting a refrigeration system.
Understanding how the condenser
accomplishes heat transfer can help you
come up with solutions in both cases. 

Greg Scrivener is the
lead refrigeration engineer
and a partner at Laporte
Consultants, Calgary,
and works throughout
Canada and the U.S. He is
a professional engineer and
journeyperson refrigeration mechanic. He
can be reached at
GScrivener@laporteconsultants.com.
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Q Tools & Instruments

Cordless approach targets
gas, pneumatic tools

Milwaukee moves into the larger drain cleaning equipment market with the MX Fuel
drum type drain cleaning machine, with stair climbers.
In recent years Milwaukee Tool has been
on a mission to replace every corded tool
on a jobsite with a cordless version. In
November the company launched its MX
Fuel platform which takes aim at gasoline
engine powered and pneumatic tools, along
with large capacity construction site lighting.
“From gas headaches to design features
that were causing stress on users’ bodies
over time, it was clear that today’s equipment
wasn’t delivering on user needs,” said Andrew
Plowman, Milwaukee vice president of
product management.
The new system includes a number of tools
widely used in mechanical construction and
service including a drum type drain cleaning
machine, 14-inch cutoff saw, concrete breaker,
lights and a power supply.

battery pack to construction tools that were
previously beyond the capabilities of cordless
technology.
The new system is the output of years
of tireless research and investment in new
technology, ground-up development of new
batteries, motors, and electronics, reports the
company.

“Designed to take on the very same gas
and AC equipment that the professional
trades have depended on for years, this
system eliminates the emissions, and reduces
the overall noise, vibration, and frustrations
of gas maintenance that have been deemed
acceptable on jobsites for decades – and
additionally eliminates tripping breakers,
voltage drops, and trip hazards.”
Milwaukee launched the MX Fuel system
with six new products:
MX Fuel Sewer Drum Machine: This
cordless drum type sewer auger can clear
roots and obstructions up to 200 feet. Built in
power stair climbers aid in getting it in and
out of basements.
MX Fuel 14-inch cut-off saw: Provides cutoff performance similar to the best gas units
with less vibration and no emissions.
MX Fuel concrete breaker: It offers low
vibration and light weight but breaks over two
tons of concrete per charge.
MX Fuel handheld core drill: Allows users
the ability to core up to six-inch holes in
reinforced concrete with more confidence
through maximum control and enhanced
safety.
MX Fuel Carry-On 3600W/1800W Power
Supply: Replaces a gas generator with compact
size, quiet operation, and no emissions.
MX Fuel Rocket tower light and charger: A
portable 10’ light for both indoor and outdoor
use, providing up to 27,000 lumens of task
and area lighting.
For more information, please visit www.
milwaukeetool.ca. 

A new battery platform
What is MX Fuel? It brings brushless
motors along with Milwaukee’s Redlink
Plus intelligence (computerized control)
and the new high capacity MX Fuel lithium
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Drill large holes in concrete with the new MX Fuel core drill.
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Orlando
FEB 3-5, 2020

FREE ADMISSION
COURTESY OF

Bring this ad to the Show for free admission to the
exhibit halls and save the $30 onsite registration fee.
OR REGISTER NOW AT AHREXPO.COM | FREE FOR A LIMITED TIME

CIPH

GALA

IN SUPPORT OF

JOIN US
Tuesday, March 24, 2020
InterContinental Toronto Centre
Ticket Cost: Individual $335 | Tables of 8 $2560

FEATURING
Steve Patterson
Host of CBC's The Debaters
Award-Winning Comedian
& Humour Writer

WWW.CIPH.COM/GALA2020

Q People & Places

Long-time hydronics industry
contributor honoured

CHC chairman Dave Hughes, right,
presents Bill Hooper with the group’s
Award of Merit.

Bill Hooper, Atlantic regional sales manager
for Uponor Ltd., was recognized as the
Canadian Hydronics Council 2019 Award
of Merit recipient. The award was presented
at the Canadian Hydronics Conference in
Ottawa, Ont., which ran Sept. 24-25.
The Award of Merit recognizes individuals
who have demonstrated outstanding
commitment to the advancement of the
hydronics industry in Canada.
Hooper was one of the founding technical
members of the CSA B214 hydronic heating
code committee. He is an active member
of the Canadian Institute of Plumbing and
Heating (CIPH), former Maritime Region

The

People
Long serving president and
CEO of Bartle & Gibson
Co. Ltd, Robert Whitty, has
announced plans to step down
on Feb. 3 and retire in June
2020 after 41 years with the
Robert
Edmonton-based wholesale
Whitty
distributor. Over the years, he
has also served as Canadian
Institute of Plumbing & Heating (CIPH)
chairman and has been an active member in
the AD Electrical and AD Plumbing buying
groups. Martin Lower will succeed Whitty.
He has worked at Bartle & Gibson for 14
years, serving as director of finance for the
past 11 years.
CIPH presented a number of awards at
its Ontario Region meeting held Oct. 24 in
Mississauga, Ont. Above, David Morden,
Morden National Sales and Marketing
Inc., Sarnia, Ont., centre, received CIPH’s
Outstanding Service Award recognizing 25
years or more with a CIPH company and
at least five years volunteer service on a
CIPH board, committee or council. Ontario
Region president, Grant Stuempfle,
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Bibby-Ste-Croix, Cambridge, Ont., left, and
CIPH chairman Andrew Dyck, Barclay
Sales Ltd., Port Coquitlam, B.C., did the
honours.
Also receiving a CIPH Outstanding Service
Award was Brian Ruetz of Desco Plumbing
& Heating Supply Inc., Mississauga, Ont.
Lifetime Service Awards for 40 or more years
in the industry were presented to Sean
O’Hara of Wolseley Canada, Burlington,
Ont. and Kevin Howatt of Canature
WaterGroup, Regina, Sask.
The C a n a d i a n W a t e r Q u a l i t y
Association, Waterloo, Ont., has named
Shelley Peters as its new executive director.
With over 30 years in the water quality business, she has been involved with the CWQA
in a number of roles including board director,
vice president, and president.

CIPH president and former chairman of the
Canadian Hydronics Council.
In 2012, Hooper was elected to the
CIPH national board of directors, where he
currently serves as second vice chairman
and liaison to the CIPH Maritime Region
and Newfoundland Region, the Canadian
Hydronics Council and the Young Executive
Society (YES). He is also the chair of the
2020 annual business conference planning
committee.
During his 30-year industry career, Hooper
also worked at McDonnell & Miller and Bell
& Gossett.

Johnson Controls acquires
magnetic bearing company
Johnson Controls, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
has announced that it will acquire Synchrony,
Roanoke, Virginia – an active magnetic
bearing (AMB) technology developer.
Synchrony was part of the Siemens Gas and
Power line.
The acquisition closed on Nov. 1 and
will enable Johnson Controls to improve
the performance of its centrifugal chiller
products, using magnetic bearings to boost
energy efficiency, improve reliability and
reduce maintenance costs. “This acquisition
will allow us to access untapped benefits
in performance and efficiency that will
competitively position our chiller products
for years to come,” said Ian Casper, vice
president, product engineering, global chiller
products, Johnson Controls.
Casper added that magnetic bearing
chillers are the fastest-growing chiller product
family for Johnson Controls and that the
HVAC/R industry is rapidly adopting AMB
technology.
As part of the acquisition, Johnson Controls
will obtain all of Synchrony’s products and
intellectual property. This includes motors
and drives, generators and AMB monitoring
software.
Since its launch, the York YZ chiller has
won several industry awards, including the
2019 AHR Innovation Award in the cooling
category. York is a division of Johnson
Controls.
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QShop Management

MEASURING

PERFORMANCE
Long-term tracking shows improved profitability
By Ron Coleman

E

ach year since 1996 I have undertaken a
financial analysis of contractor members
of the Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of Canada (HRAI).
The participation is voluntary and only
the participants receive a copy of this
industry report. In addition, each company
receives an analysis of their business
compared to their competitors.
Anywhere between 15 and 56 companies
participate and provide their financial
information annually.
In 1996, the average company was losing
money. By 2005 the average was recording over
five percent operating profit, after all expenses.
Since then, it has ranged from five percent to
a high of 8.2 percent this year, except one year
where the average was 4.7 percent.
This year we had 22 participating
companies. The profit, after all expenses, was
as follows:
Nine of the companies had operating
profits (after all expenses) ranging from 10.5
to 19.9 percent. Five had profits below
five percent and one company showed a loss.
The average company had sales of $4.3
million with average operating profit of 8.2
percent and other income generating a further
0.3 percent. Return on equity was 60 percent.
Most of the companies were very well
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financed. The average level of debt was low at
$1.25 for every dollar of equity. This is well
within accepted levels.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Operating
Profit
19.9%
16.9%
15.6%
14.0%
13.7%
13.2%
12.5%

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

10.8%
10.5%
9.0%
7.4%
7.3%
6.6%
6.6%

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

5.6%
5.6%
4.3%
3.5%
2.7%
1.8%
0.8%
Neg.

Different approaches for profit
The range in profits is, in my opinion, very
much related to how the owners run their
businesses. Those that do more service and
retrofit work tend to have better and more
consistent results than those who rely more
on new construction. The companies that
focus on planned maintenance and good
customer service do tend to get very good
results.
There is no one idea that guarantees
success. Companies in smaller regions tell
me they can’t put their prices up because the
community is too small and those in large
urban regions say the same thing, except their
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reason is the level of competition.
When you look at the results, you have
to admit that these arguments are not valid.
Some of the companies in the program have
been in it for many years and they consistently
show very strong results.
Does size matter? At the top end of the
scale we had companies with annual revenues
well in excess of $12 million. They were not
the most profitable. The most profitable
had annual sales between $3 million and
$6 million. Traditionally, companies with
revenues under $1 million find it hard to
make a profit. There are exceptions and these
businesses tend to work in specialty areas.

Accurate records critical
One of the major issues I have with most of
the participants is their lack of solid financial
reporting. The vast majority of the financial
statements I review are not laid out correctly
from a management accounting perspective.
The breakdown between direct job cost and
overhead is rarely done accurately. Without
allocating costs correctly it is difficult to
calculate the real gross profit on a job and to
calculate the level of sales the business needs
in order to break even.
Break-even sales is calculated as overhead
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dollars for the year divided by average gross
profit percent. If you get either of these
wrong, you will get the wrong answer for
break-even sales. I encourage the participants
to revisit their method of allocating costs in
order to improve the ability to manage their
operations. How can you run a business if

The range in profits
is, in my opinion,
very much related to how
the owners run
their businesses.
you don’t understand the numbers? Monitor;
Measure; Manage is the mantra.
I interviewed three of the top performers
this year and they are all businesses that have
been in operation for many years and get
consistent results each year. They all have
difficulty growing their sales because they
can’t find good manpower to do the work.
That is their limiting factor - not getting the
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work but doing it. I recommend to them to up
their prices so that they can afford to pay their
people well and provide the level of service
that their customers want.

Retirement strategies
I mentioned earlier that the level of debt is, on
average, very low. This is partly due to the fact
that some companies have very significant
levels of retained earnings. I recommend to
those companies to form holding companies
and move the earnings out of the operating
company and loan back what is needed and
take security against those loans.
The average level of inventory was around
$100,000. This is not excessive, but some
had inventory well over $250,000 and others
carried virtually no inventory except what
was in their trucks. Supporting a high level
of inventory requires working capital. That
means the company with a lot of inventory
compared to one with no inventory requires
more investment.
As many of the owners are now looking at
retirement strategies, they need to streamline
their company’s financial position in order to
make their businesses more saleable. Thus,
moving out retained earnings and lowering
inventory will make the businesses more

attractive to a potential purchaser.
Here are four of my top recommendations
to the participants in the program this year:
• Establish how to monitor your labour
productivity
• Review pricing strategies and where possible
implement menu pricing for common
repairs and, if appropriate, consider flat-rate
pricing.
• Grow your planned maintenance base.
• Start planning your exit strategy.
There is nothing very magical in these
recommendations, but it is surprising how
few contactors really give these four areas
priority.
And as Apple’s Steve Jobs, would say (if he
was still with us), one more thing….
Without Action there is NO Change! 
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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QComing Events

The AHR Expo is a busy three days for manufacturers like Bradford White.

AHR Expo fast approaching
Escape to sunny Florida
at North America’s largest
HVAC/R show!
North America’s largest annual HVAC/R
trade show is less than three months away.
The 2020 version will cover over 500,000 sq.
feet of exhibit space when it takes place Feb.
3-5 at the Orange County Convention Center
in Orlando, Florida.
Those attending can expect to explore
booths filled with building automation,
control technologies, alternative heating
and cooling methods, time-saving tools and
instruments, and other innovations that
support an efficient job site – not to mention
the latest equipment and technologies from
just about every manufacturer in the HVAC/R
industry.
There will also be more than 200 free
seminars, new product and technology
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presentations, professional certification and
continuing education courses. Each year, the
AHR education program looks at some of
the opportunities and challenges through a
series of sessions hosted by leaders from every
sector. This year, the AHR Expo will add a
series of HVAC/R trend discussions led by
members of the AHR Expo Expert Council.
The new product and technology
theatre will feature exhibitor presentations
throughout the show. This year, four 2020
Innovation Award winners and seven
finalists will present, including winners:
Danfoss (Green Building), Interplay Learning
(Software), Infinitum Electric (Ventilation),
and Matelex (Tools and Instruments), and
finalists: Emerson (Heating), Sensirion
Inc. (IAQ), NIBCO INC. (Plumbing),
Belimo Americas (Building Automation),
Smardt Chiller Group Inc. (Cooling), BCA
Technologies, Inc. (Software), and American
Aldes (Ventilation).
Habitat for Humanity ......................... 42
Honeywell Genetron .......................... 36
John Wood ........................................ 26
Liberty Pumps .................................... 18
Navien ................................................. 9
Noritz ................................................ 33
OS&B ................................................. 47
Ridgid ................................................ 48
Riobel ................................................ 17
Saniflo ............................................... 14
TPI Canada ........................................ 11
Wolseley Canada ............................... 32
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AHR Expo attendees will also have the
opportunity to participate in professional
development courses through the ASHRAE
Learning Institute (ALI) and short courses/
professional development seminars
approved for Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) that can apply toward maintaining
their professional engineer’s license. Those
participating are required to register and pay
tuition fees in advance of the show.
A “MyShowPlanner” tool is available to
assist attendees in building personalized show
agendas. Registration for the event is open.
For more information and to register, please
visit www.ahrexpo.com.

Events

Calendar
DEC. 4-6:
The Buildings Show,
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, North
and South Buildings, Toronto.
For more information,
please visit www.thebuildingsshow.com.

FEB. 3-5:
AHR Expo,
Orange County Convention Center,
Orlando, Florida. For more information,
please visit www.ahrexpo.com.

APRIL 8-9:
Ontario Geothermal Association 2020
Conference,
Hilton Mississauga/Meadowvale Hotel,
Mississauga, Ont. For more information,
please visit www.ontariogeothermal.ca or
call 1-800-267-2231.

MAY 6-7:
MEET 2020 trade show,
Moncton Coliseum, Moncton, N.B. For
more information, please call 1-888-4547469 or visit www.meetshow.ca.

MAY 24-26:
Canadian Apprenticeship Forum, Telus
Convention Centre,
Calgary. For more information, please call
613-235-4004 or visit www.caf-fca.org.
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The wait is over!
Introducing our new line of products
for use in non-combustible buildings.
Now you have a choice.

Your job just got easier.™

Features
•

•

Meets flame and smoke requirements of
CAN/ULC S102.2-10 for non-combustible
buildings (use approved PVC primer and
solvent cement to make joints).

SD250-SS

Will not support combustion in the
presence of an ignition source.

Available products
•

Offset style Waste/Overflows available
in Testable and non-Testable models,
Kit and Half Kit formats, and a choice of
mutliple closure mechanisms. Rough-in
and Trim also avaiable.

•

ITD25 non-combustible FR PVC Island
Tub Drain.

•

SD250-SS non-combustible FR PVC
2" Shower Drain.

2550QK-CP
Model Shown

*Certiﬁcations
ITD25
CAN/ULC S102.2
FSR 0 / SDC 40
*The “cCSAus Meets UPC” mark
means the product conforms to the
requirements of the NPC, UPC, IPC and IRC.

www.osb.ca

INCREASE
YOUR OUTPUT.
PRESS 2½" TO 4" STEEL PIPE WITH THE RP 340
No ﬂames. No hot work permits. With RIDGID® Press Booster, you can make
safe, ﬂameless connections on Schedule 5-40 steel pipe 2½" to 4" inches.
Wet or dry, Press Booster delivers a secure connection in under 25 seconds.
Learn more at RIDGID.COM/XL

INCREASED
CAPACITY
Flameless
connections
2½" to 4"

TOTAL ACCESS
Patented 180°
swivel for
greater
ﬂexibility

GO BIG
Increase the output of
RP 330 and RP 340

©2019, RIDGID, Inc. The RIDGID logo is a registered trademark of RIDGID, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.

LOCKED IN
Automatic lock keeps
actuator in place until
the press is complete

